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Digital Media ToolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Digital Media Tools is a clearly focused introduction to acquiring skills in the use of major software tools to create multimedia. It will help you in the practical preparation of illustrations and still images, video animation and sound as well as multimedia authoring for the Web. With the benefit of these experts coaching you, as you...
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Computers and TypographyIntellect, 2002

	This book is intended as a companion volume to the original

	Computers and Typography, but in no way supercedes it. The first

	book discussed many of the traditional typographic guidelines, and

	related them to modern technology. It recognised that this

	knowledge had not been part of the training or experience of the

	earlier...
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Hypercomputation: Computing Beyond the Church-Turing Barrier (Monographs in Computer Science)Springer, 2008
Hypercomputation is a relatively new theory of computation that is about computing methods and devices that transcend the so-called Church-Turing thesis. This book will provide a thorough description of the field of hypercomputation covering all attempts at devising conceptual hypermachines and all new promising computational paradigms that may...
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Pro CSS TechniquesApress, 2006

	Pro CSS Techniques is the ultimate CSS book for the modern web developer. If youve already got web design and development basics under your belt, but want to take your knowledge to the next level and unleash the full power of CSS in your web sites, then this is the book for you. It is a collection of proven CSS techniques that you...
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Practical CSS3: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2012

	This book teaches how to use CSS3 to build cool, responsive user interface features that are feasible for use in real-world projects today. Readers will appreciate the author's approachable style and will catch on quickly with this easy-to-follow, practical guide. Well known and respected CSS3 expert Chris Mills devotes much of the book...
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Web Design: A Beginner's Guide Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills--Made Easy!


	Create professional-quality web sites in no time with help from hands-on tutorials. Fully updated to cover the latest technologies and techniques, Web Design: A Beginner's Guide, Second Edition, explains how to analyze site requirements and create a web-development proposal to plan and...
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Introducing Bootstrap 4Apress, 2016

	Learn how to use the front end CSS framework Bootstrap 4 to create powerful web applications. You'll work with all the components of Bootstrap 4 using easy-to-follow instructions and example code snippets. You'll also use Bootstrap 4 for typography, forms, and modules, and see how to structure your page and your code to be optimally...
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BootstrapO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Discover how easy it is to design killer interfaces and responsive websites with the Bootstrap framework. This practical book gets you started building pages with Bootstrap&#8217;s Html/Css-based tools and design templates right away. You&#8217;ll also learn how to extend your app with interactive features, using its suite of...
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HTML5 Mobile Application Development in 24 Hours, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2011

	
		In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build rich, robust mobile apps that run on smartphones, tablets, and other devices and interact with users in powerful new ways. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master leading-edge practical skills you can use...
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Design for Hackers: Reverse Engineering BeautyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The smash hit introductory design book that debuted at #18 on Amazon

	Hackers are able to accomplish so much in so little time because they come from a community that's built upon sharing knowledge. When it comes to programming, they can learn whatever they need to learn by reading manuals, or simply typing in a Google...
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CSS CookbookO'Reilly, 2004
The CSS Cookbook cuts straight through  the theory to provide hundreds of useful examples and CSS  code recipes you can use immediately to format your web  pages. Reflecting CSS2 and including topics that range from  basic web typography and page layout to techniques for  formatting lists, forms, and tables, the...
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How to Wow with PowerPointPeachpit Press, 2007
Go Beyond The Ordinary With Your Next Presentation...
 …provide a well-designed and rich multimedia experience!
 
  Wouldn’t it be great if you could have two of the most sought-after  graphic design professionals sitting next to you at your computer as  you navigate through the infinite possibilities of...
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